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The liberal wing of the Democratic and Republicam parties, has hopes
that the international cartels, as well as the national trust monop-
olies , can be curbed and held in check after the war. But the whole
.trend of capitalist developic.ent as well, as the developments of this
imperialist war prove the contrary. At the stgrt of the war these
liberals were going to take profits out of the war and were going to
draft both capital and labor. But as facts a mountain high reveal,
labor has again been drafted, pushed back with greater restrictions,
xad REAL wages have declined. The long hours of employment each
v:eek cover up this real wage drop.

And oh top of all this, the monopolies within the country have grown
to a new giant, size, and have already napped out world %lade plans
for domination and control and price fixing of the markets that will
make the big boys. of the last war green with envy. And the well .

meaning people and liberals still talk about curbing the monopolies
and cartels.

A few basic factors about the monopolies must be understood if we'
are to understand the future of the cartels. With capitalist de-
velopment, and especially, in this century with the importance of
the world market, small business units have little or no chc.nce to .

exist against larp business units; and once these large units form
a monopoly as national trusts or international cartels, the small
business that tries to compete, or'even the large business outside
the cartel, does not have a chance to survive against the new weap-
on. of price fixing and intensified economic war on .a giant scale.

Let us assume that the large monopolies in the United States ignore
the international cartels and try to buck them on the international
market through the "good old" laws of "free competition". The large
big power cartels would be able to defeat the United States business
man in each country where government aid to the cartels favors the
opposing cartel.

Even in small countries where the government favors the national
monopoly the giant American monopoly cannot win. In those countries
where the governments step in and place. the market on a cartel
basis with govornhient control the American business men must go
along, or if the country is small enouch, try to foment "revolution"
and establish a friendly government, which in turn does the same
thing_for American interests instead of some other imperialists or
its own national interest.

The fascist method of cartels had to be adopted by the Anglo-Lori-
,

can and Prendh or else they would be wiped but. Instead of losing
the market, these countries carried out the same methods employed
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by Hitler, The only differences in the two methods was the ques-
tion of how far they were extended; "The fascists carried the
"total war" of economic'penetration. to total political war, and
then to invasion and a swallowing up process for world conquest.
The bourgeois-democrats had to either follow through to dictators
like Vargas in Brazil or sabotage of the SpaniSh.Peoples Front;
which means inevitable victory for the fascists.; or a "do nothing"
policy, which also leads to fascism or some similar form of dicta-

' torship. In other wor.ds, the intense international competition
leads to cartels, and the cart.als leads to oven greater internation-
al competition; which in turn must be followed up politically - and
:then militarily or an imperialist power is faced with the conse-
quences of further decay and decline of its world position as a
uation.

There is not a leading power, such as England, Franca, etc., that
is not committed tO cartels. There is not :a tmall nation that can
afford to remain aloof from these powerful cartels. There is not
'a national Government in any of these countries that can.afford to
isnore\the regulation of its market to protect its national inter-
est aaainst:the'se cartels. And the liberals think the United States
Can ignore this or stay out of it! '

The socialization of the means of production in the Soviet Union,
even warped under urocratic distortion, was a powerful menace to
the needs of all the imperialists. This revolution snatched from
the world market over one sixth of the earth's land area and a pop-
ulation of millions .that was vitally neededfor the 'capitalist
,rofit system.. 'After this war the Soviet union within the old

-Czarist empire, and other Soviets, with the extension of the Octo-
ber revolution, will make even deeper inroads within the decadent
structure 'of capitalism.

It Must be kept in mind that wholesale, on concumerS' goods
Aave more thandoubled since the war started.in-1939, not to speak
of the inferior quality, which even makee for higher REAL price

.

levels, inttead of money price levels. American business must face
this condition in the immediate'iuture. The government regulations
in behalf of the .United States monopolies have held up the' prices.
They have not held.them.DOWN through ration ceilings. More accu-rate. it is to say that tha government rationing.has ORGANIZED the
rising prices for the interest of ALL the 'capitalists, to give the
lion's share to tne biz monopolists, the financial capitalists, and
at the sathe time to give the lesser industrialists a share of the
profits, and to hold in check the lower middle class, the farmers
'and the workers; 'Otherwise the greedy monopolists would riot know
where to stop, Would take too much., would disrupt the economy with
TOO MANY" bankruptcies; which would hasten the leftward shift of
the masses.

'Paseism carried through :!'orCanized.starvation" in capitalist d
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cline; the United States and England carried through the same' thing,
only on a:higher scale due to economic'strength. They organize the
lowering of the.REAL wages through "wage stabilization". They or-
ganize REAL price rises through rationinG. They organize tho rise
ip profits and the greater demination of the monopolists over the

. .

state and the people.

The low.econonve level of the "have-not' nations forced them to
ruthless measures to: carry out their cartel state for the monopoL
lists. The higher economic level of the "haves", especially) the
United States, enables them to take the same road through a more
refined method, cloaked with high sounding phrased of democracy
while in fact taking greater steps away from bourgeois-democracy and
more steps toWard, reGiMentation, burocracy, government control and
regulations with .less liberties' for the peoples of the world. To-
day we give up the "liberties because of war. Tomorrow we must
give up these liberties because of revolutieft. To police and feed
the world, not to keep down' fascism; but to keep down the social rev-
olution To prevent the colonial .peoples of Greece and other Eu-
ropean countries from establishing. their am governments against the
.exploiters.

The stupid educated liberals; who know nothing about economics and
less about the needs of the workers and peasants, claim that thoro
is no differenae between the cartels of the capitalist hattons and
the fascist use of them, and the monopoly of the means of Produe-
.tion in the Soviet Union.''

But history has proven, and ap time goes on, even more proof will
be revealed, that.although'similar in form the capitalist cartels
.(bourgeois-democratic and fascist) are anti-thetical to the Soviet
monopoly in content; whilethe-bourgeois-democrats and fascists att.
the same in content but different in forM.

Capitalist monopolies and cartels, in.bourgeois-democratic imperi-
alist.and fascist Imperialist nations are based upon AN ECONOMY OF

'SCARCITY; UPON PRODUCTION FOR PROFITS; .while the state monopolies,
even warped, in the Soviet uniontare'baSed upon AN ECONOMY OF
PLENTY.; UPON PRODUCTION FOR UT,E.:'Wallace can shout all he wants to
about ,60 million jobs and production of plenty,- but unless he fun-
damentally changes the above premise it is just so many hollow
word O,

There are two possible dangers with which_the monopolists may con '
-front'us, dangers that will be cloaked in the language of the lib-
erals,-thereby'leaving the impression that liberalism has won a-
gainst the cartels. When-England bribed the skilled labor of Great
Britain and gave .them the status of the aristocracy of labor, for
the price of making them filthy partners to exploit the empire, we
see .a historical example that certain sections of dominant American
imperialism and declining British imperialism have in mind.

r
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A section of the declining British Empire says - why not join with
English Speaking America, bribe even larger sections of the white
Workers and together exploit the entire world, especially the dark-
or rates? Under the cloak of bettering the conditions of the mass-
es, they can bribe a sufficient number of whites of the English
speaking world to do their bidding as overseers of the world, po-
licing the world, and technical skill for the machine development
that is already here. For such a world job they will need many
millions more than England needed to exploit its colonial empire.

But there is a section of the American capitalists, and they domi-
nate at present, who state that they don't need the British in etch
a.. partnership; that they can do the job by themselves much' bettor.
?heY do not want to share their profits with the British in such
way, but only in the way that the British now share the wealth with
thbir Princes in India, etc., who help hold the masses in check.

To boil the whole argument down to its fundamentals, insofar as the
question of cartels is concerned; the main fight, in the higher,
circles over the question:, is not over - shall there be cartels or
shall there not be cartels. This liberal well-'meaning rubbish of
Biddle, Wallace and others will be used as a smoke screen by the
real rulers of the nation.

The real issue and dispute in the higher circles is on ''a different
axis. It is: shall we, the United States, re-establish the defunct
allied. empires that the Axis pertners defeated and help them end
the declining British Empire regain the it' former world position and
in cartels exploit the world together? Or shall we, the United
States', leave them economically where they are, and through the
cloak of the more numerous smaller nations, organize a United States
world cartel, then. in concealed forms of cooperation carry on a.

's4 death struggle with the cartels organized against the United States
- dominated cartel.- a United States-dominated cartel which'we will
call something else, while we label the British-French etc., mon-
opoly a dangerous cartel.

I's it possible that we; the dominant imperialists, can utilize the
"soft-soap" of the liberals, of a world of free competition against
the nasty cartels such as Hitler organized as 'a cloak for our own
world cartel?

Can we the United States, take our place as the first power that
can organize the world to the needs' of American capitalism? Or are
we not yet strong enough? D'so we have to share with other powers -
until we smash the social revolution? And until we put Great Brit-
ain in her place, now that Italy, Germany, andojapan will be soon
placed in a straight-jacket to prevent effective competition on

= the world market?

That is the song of the imperialists. Thfkti is the dispute' of the
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--erican imperialists on trio question of caryls. .

The bold imperialists think the time' has come to "organize the
*orld." for American needs. The more cautious think that the time-
table of Italy, Germany and then Japan must21-0,,followod by a fourth
problem Of the October revolution and its exteA,eion, and a' fifth
.q-oblm Of 4;nglomeriban aAtarionfsms,.and.then they can "organize
ihe world to their needs". Bigger and better national and, inter-
national monopolLos'are on' the' order.of the day for declining capi-
talism, not the 11.bern1 view of no cartels.
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HE .SOVIET-JAPANESE FRONT
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE WAS WDITTEN IN JANUARY 1943, MORE THAN TWO
-YEARS AGO. ITS MEANING IS REMARKABLY EMPHASIZED TODAY WHEN THE

HAS DENOUNCED ITS TREATY WITH JAPAN AND WHEN THE CON-
FLICT BETWEEN THE ALLIES AND STALINIST RUSSIA IS SO SHARP. THE
PREDICTIONS. AND THE ANALYSIS MADE IN 1943 STANDS UP SO WELL .THAT.
:11-11.ARE PUBLISHING IT' TODAY WITHOUT ANY CHANGES.

One-of the most complicated aspects of the imperialist war is the
"neutrality" along the SoViet-Japanese front in north Asia. The
news commentators avoid this problem. The imperialist leaders on
both sides say nothing. Yet, more questions can be asked about
this relationship than almost any other.,, of the war. Why
doesn't Russia as an ally of he United States and England come to
the aid of their war in the Pacific and finish off Japan "s6they
can easily mop up the rest of the Axis? This would enable the Unit-
ed.States and the Soviets to transfer more forces to Europe. Why
doesn't St7alin *come to the aid of China in a real e ective way
rather than with a dribble of supplies by the long esert routes of
Asia? Why can't Stalin and Roosevelt come to an 'agreement to use

. Siberian air bases fer.American'giant 'bombers against industrial'
Japan? The Siberian-Alaskan-Canadian route is ideal for this.

HOW TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS

To answer these questions truthfully and not by diplomatic subter-
fuge would be an exposure of the whole crazy-quilt pattern Of the
exploiters war aims and the false policies of Stalinism.

The "neutrality" of Sovliet-Japanese relations is the same kind of
armed neutrality that Hitler and Stalin agreed to when the war
started in Europe. By criticizing those pacts with the Axis we do
not mean to imply that we are against signing pacts. We are a-
gLinst any pact wherein the Soviet Union gets the worst of the deal
'2.1-id that history will show - will be the result of these Axis
pacts. Likewise, we do not imply that Stalin should not sign pacts
with the Axis', but should sign pacts with the United Nations. Sta-
lin again gave more than he received insigning the Pacts with Eng-

. .

' land and the United States.

There are more than two military sides to this imperialist war,.
even though there are fundamentally only two sides of the whole war
- the survival of decay Capitalism or Communism.

it is ONLY an exploiters position to argue that you are either for
the 'xis or the United Nations, The position of the working class
revolves- around our CLASS INTERESTS, and its INDEPENDENT ACTIONS.

SOVIET AGREEMENTS WITH CAPITALIST NATIONS

Soviet agreements with capitalist nations even such nations as
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Germany? Japan England and the United States are permissable and
necessary weapons against the world capitalists, but such agree,
ments of dealing with any phase of Soviet needs are auxilary and
supplementary to the CLASS INTERESTS and INDEPENDENT ACTIONS of
the working class. Vie will show that the *3a.viet-Japanese Pact un-
der Stalinism contradicts this fundamental position of the working
class and Soviet interests ag did the Hitler-Stalin Pact, as well
as the Roosevelt-Churchill Pacts with Stalinism,

The present military situation reveals, in relation to Soviet-
Japanese "neutrality", the potential forces pent up on the Siber-
ian border. If Hitler could force Japan to attack Siberia it would
relieve his retreating Axis forces regardless of the effects on
Japan. On the other hand; this new military front on the Siberian
border would be a godsend to Roosevelt-Churchill and the whole.
Pacific froht. Reosevelt-c4urchi1l, 'oven though they have differ-
ent interests care about as much for the Red Army as Hitler does
for the Japanese army, In either case, with a victory of either
side those forces on both sides would later confront each other
openly as enemies as they do now in a concealed form. That is,
Germany vs Japan or the United Nations vs the Soviets. Therefore
on first observation it seems as though the problem resolves itself
to the point where if you do it you will be damned, and if you don't
do it You will be damned. In either case the tNe'powers concerned,
the Soviets and Japant.are between. the devil and the deep blue sea.
This is true ONLY from an imperialist standpoint.. Once the Soviet
Union would return to Marxism by dumping Stalinism and a.acing the
INTERESTS of the'working class first, these contradirens reyeal
solution, even though they are not simple solutions, nevertheless

they are steps forward'toward turning the imperialist war into a
.civil war.

WHEN WILL JAPAWATTACK THE SOVIETS?

It was clear to any student of military strategy, not to speak of
experts, that Hitler's 'drive eastward through the Near East; to-
ward India and other parts of Asia was an unsafe adventure as long
r.,s the Red Army remained intact to the rear when the Nazi hordes
.aoved eastward. From a military point of view this threat, of the
only remaining large land and air.army in Europe had to be elimi-
nated if Hitler was .to bring about his "New Order". At .the same
time his shortage)of supplies demanded the rich Ukraine and Cau-
casus areas.

Of course, more important in consideration is the fact that the
social system of Fascism is entirely. different from the social sys4'
tern in the Soviet Union,' even though It Is warped with Stalinst
L.urocracy and the effects of a declining, rather than an advanc-
ing Transition Economy.

But the military consideration is no more than a curtain raiser,
while the understanding of the social aspects reveals the true no.--
tura of the direction the war is heading in - class war.

,

0
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So tooi. Japan has her military as well as her fundamental social
'antagonisms to.settle withthe SoirietS. War between these two
,forces is inevitable.

'JAPANESE STRLTEGY

There is no doubt that Japan was waiting for Germany'to give the
Soviets in Europe a knock-out blow, as Italy waited'for Germany de-
ciscvely to defeat .the French Army - and then step in and help on
the "kill". :ut as mm predicted from the first day of the invasion
of Russia that this hoped for German victory would not take place,
re too Japan more and more realizes that instead ef getting in on
ti a "-kill", Tokyo 'is being pressed by Hitler to help get him out Of
',aao quicksands of the vastness of Russia. Japan was more than will-
ing to get in on the "kill", but Japan will call the tune on the
question of when she should come to the aid of Germany. Japan's
whole military strategy of the 4ast war and this war is based on
the problem of UTILIZING THE IMPERIALIST C3NFLICTS IN EUROPE (in
which American imperialism is dramn) AND WHILE THEY ARE BUSY, TO
aa"IN HER EMPIRE IN ASIA.

THE aaUS AND THE SOVIETS
-

Some try to say the German invasion of the Sovi,ts was a Hitler ad-
venture to keep up the war spirit and to detract attention from the
,impasse he had placed the country in with his hollow victories.
But this is only a.caricature of the facts. Likewise, some are

' sayine that Japanese war-lords will attack Siberia when they will
have to divert attention from difficulties on other fronts. The
,xis leaders have shown so far that they understand the art of war,
and that their moves are based upon cold, ruthless planning through
mass murder to gain their material advantaaes of exploitation. So
too will they move against Siberia. The most likely variant will
not be an attack of the Soviets against Japan first.

,auch an attack by the Soviet's lirst would eome as the result of
either unprecidented United Nations victories against Japan and
Stalin Would want to act in on the "kill".' Or it would come thru
the increasing process of imperialist domination of the war aims .of
the 'Soviet Union 'which aro already far off the .path of independent
working class action, far off the path of extendina the October

volution. With increasina infiltration of capitalist elements
at the top in the Soviet Union, with war destruction increasina,
with class fermentation rising in Russia tDward creator workers and
-,easants democracy against Stalinist burocracy - on this basis the
United Nations imperialists may be clle to drive the Siberian forc-
es into action for their imperialist NEEDS, for PROMISES to help
Stalinism.aaainst the rising proletarian tide which threatens to
-weep, it from power.

JAPANESE ATTACK ON SOVIETS

iaely ton the above variant is the Japanese attack upon

,

,1
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Siberia as an essential act of defente to clean out a threat to its
rear if it is forced to extend its military lines too far south and
southwest away from its home base. With the Siberian Red Army in-
tact in the rear of Japan; no gigantic extended military or econom-

Tense would continue on a growing scale throughout uhina. And it

er day bY. day that even the defeat of China by Japan also demands

Even if the Nationalist Governent would capitulate the war of de-

ic operation southward is:safe. Furthermore, it is becoming clear-

the defeat of the Chinese ::Dri"Armjaesand the Siberian Red Armies.

must be remembered, that China TODAY is a part of the imperialist

DANGER TO THE SOVIET UNION

It is'alementary re,:sonina with the Japanese war lords that her
island empire,extendina thousands of miles to the south, With only
outposts on the mainland, remain intact, even in defensive action,
ric.1 above all when the Soviets hold one of the most powerful Asiat-
ic 'armies pointing as a dagger at the industrial centers of the
Japanese empire.

Japan is already doing her utmost to eliminate the Chinese thre t.
But while the Soviets exist unmolested to the north, they are qIot
only Supply feeders for the Chinese army, if only, for self-pro ec-
tion, but also because the very existence of the Soviet Union, in
spite of Stalinism, gives rise to the peasant red armies which
fight their own battles against the Japanese invaders, against the
nationalist advernment agents of the other, imperialists, and a-
aainst the desires, orders, or wishes of the Stalinists. These Red
,armies of China are a peculiarly combined development of peasants
in arms tryina to aolve the problems of a belated agrarian-democrat-
ic revolution in the DECAY staae of capitalism. 'Armed forces, that
by necessity of a solution of their own problems reach upward to-
ward the proletariat - toward the future with their own "Red Army"
for the freedom of mankind from explditation.

Thos. will inevitably bring the concealed war on the Siber-
ian'front into a gigantic open military conflict of first rate'im-
portance.

EUROPE, ASIA AND REVOLUTION
. .

One cannot teparate the military phase in Asia from the war in Eu-
rope: If Hitler had been more successful thiliS domination of .

'auropei if his."new ord,r" did not.stand on the quicksand of Social
Revolution, Japan already would be at war in Siberia. .Furthermore,
aieantic events' in Europe which have a direct repercussion in other

.parts of Europe, arid 'not too slowly a repercussion in the United
States; has a much sloWer tempo in its affects on Asiatic polities.
The difference between industrial Europe and tackward Asia, even
though Europe has plenty of backwardness.and Asia has,gigantic
dustrial deyelopmentsaalays the foundation for this relationship.

'ahen the present rumbles of social revolutions reach the surface
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in Europe in a gigantic explosion, Japan will have to act oulakly
to consolidate or else face the threat of these fires burning all
the way to Tokyo.

Japan hopes to be able to consolidate her Asiatic empire while the
OTHJ.1E imperialists are busy.settling'their preliminary European
struggle The domination of Europe by this or that imperialist
bloc is merely a prelude to the struggle for the domination of Asia.
-Japan is already in the lead in the race,, while the United States,
although far behind Japan,.is at least second, and.way ahead of the
other robber .barons.

'

Japan has extended her empire contrOl far into the south Pacific -
but Japan still is far from her goal, her real objectives - a
land empire on the ,continent of Asia as well as the vast rich is-
land empire of the western Pacific.

...a.pan has already learned by bitter experience that it is almost
imoossible to conquer a .giant backward country that has awakened
from centuries' of feudal slumber and is laboring under a belated
agrarian-Democratic revolution that becomes a phase of the prolet-
arian revolution in China at thid stage. And beyond China, in In-
dia, Japanese imperialism sees this same developmcnt. The Indian
"evolution, and not the presence of the British and American troops
has been the major factor that cut short the Axis advance.

As long as the Asiatic natives sit pas the side line and let the.
Japanese and the white imperialists fight it out the Japanese are
safe; but dust as soon as the maases decide that they have their
own warl'a war of liberation against the imperialists, it not only
will play havoc with British imperialist plans, but also with Jap-
a:nese and others.

'

THE CHARACTER OF THE SOVIET UNION

If it were true, as the ultra-lefts say, and as the right wing cap-.
itulators say, that the Soviet Union is a capitalist state, and
that the Soviet Union (not Stalinism) plays no independent role in
world politics, then it is easy to conclude that the imperialists
who dominate the United Nations war policy could force the Siberian
troops into action against Japan to come to the aid of their hard
pressed armies in other parts of Asia and the Pacific. The mere
' fact that the devastating pressure of the German army could not
smash the Soviet Union, and the Soviet,Union can withstandl.for the
time being, the pressure of the conflict in the Asiatic area, this
reveals economic strength far beyond what a capitalist country could
stand. We never denied athe fact that in the Soviet Union the pro-
ductivity, its level, its quality and quantity, has not yet reached
the level of the most advanced capitalist countries such as Germany
and the United States. But we emphatically stated that the KIND of
economy, even though young and at a different LEVEL was different,
-was superior, was not capitalist but transition econamy as the
first step toward Socialist economy. Since simple economic facts

Page J
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prove that the level of praduction Was lower than in Germany, and
in many respecs.a more baCklivard country, tha impact Of the Ger-
man war machill'a !with the relsources of .European capital behind it
laJuld crack the Soviets like an eggshell IF IT ':IERZ CAPITALIST.

The tremendous ains of fascism against the Red Army and its vast,:

penetration of Soviet soil with ,its destructive force, cannot be

discounted and brushed away only because the productive lei/el was-
, Th3t that of Germany and. European capital.

Since the Soviet union was fighting a defensive war in its own ter-
.

ritory, the odds .ware in itsafavar; Much of this initial loss was
due to the:DECLINE'of transition ecanamy based on false Stalinist

-policies. :No ene doniea that thabe'policies of Stalinism have a..

.material base;'but we haVedealt with that phase in other article's

.before. 'Thelpoint We want to make. is that all the factors have a
bearing on the problem but the key factor id -the cenoMic structure
of a country.. This Made of production will permeate its political '

lnd-..military- activity, etc. The greatest proof of the superiority
af:tha-KIND Of economy, regardlbss of its present level, is the

bility aftheSoviets to put upa'fight against the imperialist
.invasion that startles the.World.* This in site of the fact that,
the Soviets arc saddled with the Stalinist burocracy.

WATCH THE SOVIET .JAPAN.ESE SITUATION:

One thing:ia,clear, not,only in relation to the war in Europe, but
above "-all the war in Asia. That the Soviet Union 'holds the key
pasition-. Speaking scientifically we moon to say' the EXTENSION
OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION'and the podition of the :Soviet UniOn:ina
relation te this class problem.The-Indian Revolution-is a mile
post in the march:af-the toilingamillions against xploitation,:but
on the Soviet' Siberian border all of the contradictions of the im7
peralist.war, and the class war for liberation arc reaching an ex-
plosion paint. Every imperialist contradietion in'Asia will come
to the surface. The alcarcUt*line of workers independent action
aLainst the imperialist Warl'and the.Staliniat betrayal in support
of this war throuah'the:formula Of .a "People's:War'!, will, also
reachthb aurface,- sap that More miAlions. can sec thb real road out
of the destruction and deatof.--'th'e exploiters War.

January 20, -1943..

WE DEPEND ON Y CONTRIBU.T1ON

TO PUBLISH THE
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is GEOPOLITICS A SOENCE
The years of Nazi stru1e for world power have dramatized a newword and a new 6o-called science - Geopolitics. We wish to ex-
amine this conceit and see how much of truth and how much of.ideo-locical bacgage it contains.

Geopolitics is suppozodly the science of. world politics based ona "scientific" evaluation of Geographic factors. In the lastanalysis it is merely "Welt-politik" trimmed with geocraphic factSto make it seem scientific. Geopolitics assumes that the strugrlesof the nations, and the "necessary" predominance of one nation Overothers are the outcome of economic geography.
Geopolitics is but another illustration of the Germanic tendencyto'make a system out of everything. ,Nietzscheism, Spenglerism,-Aryanism - and geopolitics - all are the ideological reflection ofthe interests of the GerMan capitalist class; yet each purports tosupply the UNDLRLYING theory for German superiority., In shorteach is a rationalization of the needs of the ruling class. Andeach serves to prove that so long as the capitalist minority rulesin any country, science is perverted into a defense of the inter--ests of the ruling Class. There can be no objective pursuit ofscientific interests in the long run under such class domination.Only when' the workers overthrow the capitalists can science as awhole serve the interests of humanity as a whole.
A deeper study of the origins of geopolitics Will well illustratehow the bad and the good are combined to make a hodco-podge inthe interests of German imperialism.
Since the recent rise of'Gorman'imperialism to a key world posi-tion under fascist domination much has been said and written aboutHaushofer and.geopolitics. Major-General, PrOfessor,'Doctor, KarlHaushofer has much of that egotism that Hitler displays. And nowthat Hitler and his barbarian hordes have ,crumbled with the fall'of German imperialism much will be said about gooPolitics, andit is well for the revolutionary Marxists to lay,down a'seneraloutline for this "nov10( old concept of imperialism.
The Nazis speak of geopolitics ae.Wissenschaft und ,ILInst", as ascience an an 't. Eaushofer speaks of' .t.olitioal Geography .ad.:a 'static stience%and refers to GoopoliticS ds a' 'dynamicscience:Hess as one of Haushofers' most faithful pupils had much to dowith bringing Hitler and,Haushofer together, and with Hitler'sremoulding and using Geopolitics as part of his political baggagefor, the attempt at world.doMination. .

THE .BACKGROUNb OF .GEOPOLITICS'

.A Swede by the name of Rudolph Kjellen was the first to draw

distinctlon between the concept of political geography and geo-
politics and to present some of the theoretical concepts, But it
was Fackinder, an 'English writer, who laid down the basic concepts
which Doctor Haushofer borrowed and used for the needs of German
imperialism. In fact a whole series of writers on politics and
geography have presented in.one form or another these fdeas ex-
pbunded by the Nazis under the Haushofer-Hitler. leadership. Von
Eulow in his book, "The Spirit of the New System of War", pub-
lished in 1799, said, ."As long as thera is anything to divide or
take there 'viii be wars". FriOdrich List, friend of Henry Clay,
Draisod the Monroe Doctrine f4nd dealt with the question of living
space, "lebensraum":

RATZEL .;ND GEOPOLITICS

Friederich 2atzel, a leadinc, German ^eo7rapher in the 19th century,
laid down general laws on the expansion of nations. Ratzel's
seven laws of expansion are no more laws of a nation's growth than
many other so-celled social laws that the exploiters' society has
presented in one form or another; but his general theme fits into
the dynamics of the needs of an expanding, imperialist power which
needs ideoloical excosus and prop'- randa means to simplify those,

'moan c to expansion. Ratzel in turn was a follower of Treitschke,
a raj.id exponent of Teutonic virtues.

' Oswald Son.1or in 1937 wrote, "Distance is a force politically
and militarily as yet unconquered". Ccon.ilitics aimed to map out
a plan, usin: the total or,ganization of the state and all of its
scientific developments to obtain this end, esnecially insofar as
the earth was concerned.

v

2072,R POLITICS

Geopolitics is no.thing more than a forM of power politics in its
most naked form, where the old .concept that micht is right rairfis
sUoreme. Eobort .Strauses-Hupe in his book, "The Struggle for Space
arid Power", socakin_ of GerTolitics says, "Zach nation now fig.hts
for survival, and no quarter is given to the weak". This is just
another way of sayinc, in concealed form, that in the decay stage

. of ca7;italism the oxniciterp and their state' are fighting a war
for survival and no quf,..rti.,r is riven to the weak. Ho says, "Na-tionality....is man's last refure". Again we should_correct and
state that under the capitalist system of exploitation, where na-
tional unity ,..ust replace class unity if capitalisf...js to survive

nationality is man's last refuge,
Strausz-Hupe says, "There can be no stable ordar, hence there is
only one certainty; everlaatinr strugrle". This he expresses,not necessarily as his view, but as that of the Geopolitical
groups.

SEA PCPER .LLND FO7E,

Some have' said that Hauohofer has:pretented :the theory of. landpower as' a 'counterpart of Mahan's theory of great jiations

r
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:spa powers. ,And there is much truth in this statement.
Mahan, the friend. of Theodore Roosevelt and Henry Cabot Lodoe,
wrote several bool:s on the question of sea power which not only

'.had deep influence on Omorica but also on British, French and
German sea power 'and military problome. The f000raphic locations
of LMoricaoand England dS.well,as the tasks of any powor that had
considerable colonial- possesions overseas would naturally result
in efforts -to Solve ovary key problem in,rolation to sea power,
,Iahanes influence upon the precOnt war in rogard to the policy *.cif
Eno,land and' -morida is still groat. In fact, Enoldnd's policy
at the start of the war, when Gormany was marohino across Europeusing tho'tdnk and the airplane to such rood advantagel-overom-',
phasized Mahan's theories and underestimatod the' theories on tankand.espocially air power.
It was only aftor the ontry of Lmeriba in the War and a rooroan.-ization pl stratooy on land, air and sea power, that a proper re-
lationshipowas obtaioed in rooard to those arms of sorvice. In
the European' area, .although the sea power to bring men and.mater-
ial to Europe was of oreat iMportance,-- the 'key to the defeat of
ItaliamEndGorman impOrialdsm was tank and 0:mac-tally air.powor.
In Lsio whcro soa power plays an °von more important part it is
in the end oily a means to the end of 'oroator air powor: No oneis tryino to bolittle.the land power and especially the infantry..
Without thi3. land p0Wor follow up, oll that the. soa power deliversand all that the air power destroys is not finis. Land power mutt
CONSOLIDOTE control 0:nd rapidly follow up the .stroltegical advan--taoes created by Superior soo and air power on a world battle .Lround.

Geopolitics is-priMarily emphasized by a nation surrounded-by71-and
whose expansion requires Groat land oxtonsions. Germany in its000grophic location, in contrast to EnFland, would omphasize landpower aoainst Enoland's sea'poWer. The United. States withitstwo "isolated" continents would more readily frasp both and tryto unito thom. In the past tho 1:,Onroe Doctrine was.a first trans-lation of "land power" While her imperialist expansion after the -Spanish 1,merican wor and entry into the Facific increased Her need'fOr'coordinatinf this with sea:power.

.

'Thlsibroblem of land, sea and air power lb stra eoically rolatodto the question of Geopolitics.

GERM.,',N GEOPOLITICS

It w a s MaCkindor v'ho doirm the broad outline of the landproblem of .eastern Europe which Haushofer and HitIer so well un-derstoodand tried to solve where the Kaiser failed. Mackindor
said, "Who' rules 'Eastern Europe comMands the heartland"., The.hoartkand of thetwo continents of Europe and He coos onto explain that who rules the .heartland commends this "world is-land" of Lsia and :Europe. He says,- "Who commands the world
island rules the world',"

INTERN:JIM:4, NEWS

He considered the heartland to extend froM the Elbe river in Gen,
many, where,the United States and Soviet Redrmy have metrto the
omur. This area is now in the hands Of the Soviot Union under
Stalin:
Mackinder points Out that tho other 'continents are not.deciSive
in World control, once one power obtains this key.position andJlas

- the sciontific mOans to utilize it.'
Hitler's Grand plan to obtain this heartland, to obtain the
Ukraine and to dominato iturope and ;,Sio, to. connect this land em-
pire. .0n, this foundation -he British Isles and the ifo lino
through' the ..car East and India are not safe. Neither would the

Osia empire of Japan 'cc safe from such a'land power. Of
and Europe. Noithorombuld or South OMerica (throuoh 'Dakar)
hessafe. In short, it is the key land base from a. social., poll,-
tical, anq oconomic standpoint...

:411en Gormony had Europe. was at Al* r-atcs of the Suez.in.horth4.rica, was at the oats of ."OSC.OVI -ad already half way across
South-east Russia near the ootos Of India,' Hitler. and Haushofer-

- oi.most Had their empire in the bag.
Now the Soviet Union holds that -heartland co, position including
land allthe way to the Pacificl.tut Stalin has not yet CONSOLI-
DLTED this oocition, and the United Statos and 2no1and'are Lloino
to do overylhino possible to prevent this,consOlidation.-

GEOPOLITICi;IS. iq0T O. SCIE.NCE

The Haushofer theorios usod ty-1--litIefare not a science.. Geopol-itics is the utilization of'a.great number of political and rep-
fraphic-footS abouT? the world and :by a military.staff-for its ilil-
'porialist :needs t2 rodivide the world.throUoh plunder and oxplott7
ation.

Even Doctor Haushofer'in his earlioroaritinos admits this. Inhis introduction to his translation of James Fairorieve's booko
"Geoorophy and World Power" (Londonl'I922), a book published in'k6Eorlin in lp25, Houshofor says, .'Cleofraphy is the key to onlyo.

'part of al]othe politico', econic.and social probleMs-of humansociety". Dy o.part.ho statcdo '.but a quarter. But the needs of
Fascism wore ..:ledsivol aRa7w8Pdc%R6od and twisted to fit theirimperialist floods.

Under Hitler the Geopolitical institute became not only a world
wide institution to collect Geopolitical information for the. fu-ture world domination planned, but also a cloak and legal cover
for one of the Greatest world.wido spy rinos this earth has over
seen.

GEOPOLITICS ;.ND HISTORICOL MoTERI-LISr

ot best ocopolitics is the warped forms of national interests o

L
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great powers for imperialist needs where facts and fancy arc woven
as one to justify their "national" cause acainst other weaker na-
tions. It has borrowed and warped some of the concepts of the
revolutionary Marxists, namely some of the concepts of Historical
Materialism, just like Hitler took over some of the tactiCal and
stratecical.theories of Lenin on the art of revolution. The ex-
ploiters' society has warped every field 2.f research that touched
on the needs and interests, of human society. Fascism deepens this
fakery. Bourreois economics, sociolocy, psycholocy, Leopolitics,
etc., can at Lot be warped facts and much fancy to*fit the needs
of the exploitinc minority acainst the millions and millions of
the exploited majority. That is the case of ceopolitics under
Haushofer who had to yield to Hitler, more and more.

It must be kept in mind that the cooTiolitics of Hitler was a part
of his crand plan and propacanda for the German people. The
fascists took over any and everythinc that could be of value in
their ficht aaainst the "workinc class en i acainst the, other powers
for livinc space, for the struc:le to redivide the earth by a new
imperialist war.

Geopolitics was tal:en over. The concept of total/war, expounded
by Ludendorff, by others, and theoretically eplained by Marx-n-
Eels lonr before, and practiced by Lenin and rotsky, was also
taken over. 77hon we speak of total war by Fatcism and total war
by the bolshiviks we are speakinc of one 'form of two different
contents.. The total war ,of the Rod ...1-my was a question 'and is a
question of the interest of' the exploited majority; while the to-
tal war of fascism is wnced for the interest of the exploitinc

This diabolic Plan of Hitler and his fascist hordes was to re-
ihake'the-map of the world with a Nietzsche superMan, the facist,
and the peoples of the world as the slaves. In less than ten
years of'this.rand plan of orcanized starvation-of fascism over
thirty million people, then, women, -and children, have been killed
by Hitler, have boon plowed under to r.a.:e possible his, world dom-
ination. This thirt) nAlliJn does not include military manpower
killed on both sides; nor those yet te die bef)re the war is over.

Geopolitics stripped of its fascist imperiali:st needs and fancy
represents a few facts that Historical Yaterialism under Marx

' and :ncels laid down lonc.aco.
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